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I. Introduction
The Tutor Perini IT Department is happy to provide you access to the Tutor Perini SignNow electronic signature (e-
sign) platform. SignNow is a web-based e-signature solution which can replace wet-ink signatures for any document
you initiate, similar to DocuSign or Adobe Sign. SignNow has a wide range of e-sign features including templates,
“Teams”, document status tracking, audit history tools, advanced workflow options and Egnyte integration.

You may use SignNow internally with other employees and externally with third-parties, but you are required to
follow some basic guidelines set forth by the Tutor Perini Corporation e-Sign Policy and Procedures and the
instructions below. Failure to comply could have negative audit and/or legal consequences, so it’s important you
read and understand these requirements. SignNow is the only acceptable platform for company-initiated e-
signatures. Employees of Tutor Perini and its subsidiaries are not to use any other e-signature platform, including
DocuSign and Adobe, for e-signature purposes.

* Upon hiring, all employees must agree to the company Acceptable Computer Use Policy which references
the company’s e-Sign Policy and Procedures. Therefore, you are already bound by the e-Sign Policy and
Procedures. Please reference your New Hire paperwork or contact HR for copies of the Acceptable Computer
Use Policy.

* You may access the e-Sign Policy and Procedures, User Manuals and related forms at any time here:
https://help.tutorperini.com/e-sign-help

Any employee can create a SignNow Free User account to e-sign documents. Free Users can e-sign documents and
do not require a SignNow License. A SignNow Licensed User Account, however, is required to initiate documents for
e-signing. This Manual is for Licensed Users.

In order to start initiating documents for e-signing, you must create a SignNow account. Instructions are below.
Before proceeding, please ensure all emails from any “@signnow.com” email address are excluded/whitelisted from
your spam filters.

* If you are already have a SignNow Free User account and simply need it upgraded to a Licensed User
account, please verify your SignNow account is registered to a company email (i.e. including, but not limited
to, *@tutorperini.com or *@rsconst.com), then proceed to the “e-Signing your first documents…” section
below.

The SignNow IT Administrator (IT Admin) will only grant you a Licensed User account after your Business Unit
Administrator (BU Admin) opens an IT Helpdesk ticket with a request and approval for new Licensed User access.
You will need this approval to complete the Licensed User setup process.

* To open a Helpdesk ticket via email: You or your BU Admin must email a detailed request to
helpdesk@tutorperini.com. The email should clearly state that the request is for a new Licensed User
account on the SignNow e-Signature platform, and include: explicit BU Admin approval (forward original
email approval or include an attachment), new user’s First and Last Names, new user’s company email
address, and any other details.

A. Support
If you have any questions, please contact your BU Admin directly. Your BU Admin is typically your BU VP, Controller
or CFO. To report issues or request access changes to your account, you must open a ticket with the IT Helpdesk
(described above). Clearly state within the email that your request is for the SignNow e-Signature platform and
include relevant details and approvals.
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II. Creating a SignNow Account
There are two common ways to start the process. Complete EITHER sub-section A
(Method #1) OR sub-section B (Method #2) below based on your situation; do NOT
complete both unless you are specifically directed to do so by IT.

If you have received a ‘Team Invitation’ e-mail from mail@signnow.com and have
received account setup instructions from IT, continue to sub-section A (Method #1)
directly below.

If you are initiating the new account process by yourself or are specifically directed to
do so by IT, SKIP AHEAD to sub-section B (Method #2) below.

A. Method #1: Via Team Invitation E-Mail
If you have received an email from mail@signnow.com with the subject:
“<Your IT Admin>@tutorperini.com has asked you to join their team” – please proceed with the
directions below. If you have not received this email, try checking your ‘Spam’ folder first. If you still
have not received the email, contact your BU Admin.

If you have not received the e-mail above, have not received instructions from IT and are initiating
the new account process yourself, STOP and SKIP AHEAD to sub-section B (Method #2) below.
Otherwise, continue completing this sub-section only.
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1. Click the link within the email (green ‘Open Invite’ button image):
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2. Once you have loaded the site, enter/verify your company email address (i.e. *@tutorperini.com or
*@rsconst.com, for example). Then enter your Active Directory (AD)/Network password, which is
the same password you use to access your company email account and to log into your work
computer. Click ‘Login’.

* The first time you click ‘Login’, you may encounter the following error message: “Could not
authenticate…”. Simply wait a few seconds, and click ‘Login’ again.
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3. SignNow automatically syncs with Tutor Perini’s AD servers, which allows you to use your Network
password with SignNow as described above. Newly-created accounts often have not synced with
the Network yet upon the first login try; by the second login try, the sync is typically complete.

4. Upon login, you should automatically be prompted to join a ‘Team’. Click ‘Yes, Join Team’.

* Teams within SignNow allow for easier management of groups of users. This particular Team is
used by IT Admins to support and administer the SignNow applications. Under the Company’s e-Sign
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Policy, you must accept Team invites from IT Admins, and must always remain a member of IT-
managed Teams.

5. Upon joining the Team, you will be brought to your SignNow account. The first screen will display
the Team you just joined (you can verify your email has been added to the Team list). Click ‘Back to
My Documents’ to go to the main account screen. Congrats! Your SignNow account is now created.
Please proceed to the “e-Signing your first documents…” section below.

* An ‘Upgrade: Subscription Expired’ message will display for your newly-created account, because
no License has been assigned to you yet. You may ignore this message, since your account will
eventually be upgraded by the end of your account setup process.
Without a License, you currently have a ‘Free User’ account. Free Users have the same basic
functions as Licensed Users, but cannot initiate documents for signing.

B. Method #2: User-Initiated
If you have not received an email invite to join a Team as described in sub-section A (Method #1)
above, have not received instructions from IT and are initiating the new account process yourself; OR
you are specifically instructed to do so by IT, complete this sub-section only.

If you have already successfully completed sub-section A (Method #1) above, STOP and SKIP AHEAD
to Section III below; you do NOT need to complete this sub-section. Otherwise, continue completing
this sub-section only.

You may initiate the new account process by visiting the SignNow login page directly:
https://app.signnow.com/webapp/login
Please proceed to the directions below.
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1. Once you have loaded the site, click ‘Sign up’.
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2. On the following page, click ‘FREE TRIAL’ in the top right corner of the page.
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3. Enter your information as indicated below. Enter your company email address (i.e.
*@tutorperini.com or *@rsconst.com, for example). Also enter a temporary password, which will
be discarded after this step. Your SignNow password will automatically sync with your Active
Directory (AD)/Network password after this point. In other words, after this point you will use the
same password you use to access your company email account and to log into your work computer.
However, take note of your temporary password in case there is a sync issue. Click ‘Start trial’.
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4. On the next screen, you will be directed to check your company email address. Go ahead and check
your inbox for an email from mail@signnow.com

5. You will receive an email from mail@signnow.com with the subject: “SignNow – Email
Verification”. If you have not received this email, try checking your ‘Spam’ folder first. If you still
have not received the email, contact your IT Admin. Click the ‘click here’ link within the email:
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6. Once you have loaded the site, enter/verify your company email address (i.e. *@tutorperini.com or
*@rsconst.com). Then enter your Active Directory (AD)/Network password, which is the same
password you use to access your company email account and to log into your work computer. Click
‘Login’.

* The first time you click ‘Login’, you may encounter the following error message: “Could not
authenticate…”. Simply wait a few seconds, and click ‘Login’ again.
SignNow automatically syncs with Tutor Perini’s AD servers, which allows you to use your Network
password with SignNow as described above. Newly-created accounts often have not synced with
the Network yet upon the first login try; by the second login try, the sync is typically complete.
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7. Upon logging in, you will be brought to your SignNow account. Congrats! Your SignNow account is
now created.

Please notify your BU Admin that you have created a Free User account and need to upgrade to a
Licensed User account. Please reference your BU Admin’s approval for faster processing.

* An ‘Upgrade: Subscription Expired’ message may display for your newly-created account, because
no License has been assigned to you yet. You may ignore this message, since your account will
eventually be upgraded by the end of your account setup process.
Without a License, you currently have a ‘Free User’ account. Free Users have the same basic
functions as Licensed Users, but cannot initiate documents for signing.

8. After account creation, you should receive an email from mail@signnow.com with the subject:
“<Your IT Admin>@tutorperini.com has asked you to join their team” – please proceed with the
directions below. If you have not received this email, notify your IT Admin.
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9. Click the link within the email (green ‘Open Invite’ button image):

Alternately, you may login to your SignNow account and view the ‘Notifications’ in the top right
corner of your screen. This will also take you to the same page without having to use the email link.
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10. If you are prompted to login again, go ahead and enter the credentials you just used above.

Upon login, you should automatically be prompted to join a ‘Team’. Click ‘Yes, Join Team’.

* Teams within SignNow allow for easier management of groups of users. This particular Team is
used by IT Admins to support and administer the SignNow applications. Under the Company’s e-Sign
Policy, you must accept Team invites from IT Admins, and must always remain a member of IT-
managed Teams.

11. Upon joining the Team, the screen will display the Team you just joined (you can verify your email
has been added to the Team list). Click ‘Back to My Documents’ to go to the main account screen.
Please proceed to the “e-Signing your first documents…” section below.

III. e-Signing your first documents – e-Sign Policy & Procedures, User Manual for
Licensed Users and End-User Agreement:
After Free User account creation above, your IT Admin will send you your first documents for e-signing
via SignNow: the e-Sign Policy & Procedures, User Manual for Licensed Users and End-User Agreement.
All Licensed Users must read and acknowledge their understanding of acceptable e-sign/SignNow usage
for all company-initiated documents.

It is your responsibility to ensure all documents you initiate and e-sign are in compliance with the e-Sign
Policy and Procedures; failure to adhere could result in negative audit and legal consequences. Thus, all
Licensed Users must e-sign these documents prior to receiving a Licensed User account as follows:
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1. You will receive an email from mail@signnow.com with the subject: “<Your IT Admin’s email
address> Needs Your Signature”. If you have not received this email, try checking your ‘Spam’
folder first. If you still have not received the email, contact your IT Admin. Click the link within the
email (green ‘Open Document’ button image):

Alternately, if you are already logged into your SignNow account, you may navigate to the
document within the SignNow site without using the email link. While logged in, a notification
typically appears in the top right corner of the page indicating that documents have recently been
sent to you. Click the notification to view documents waiting for you.

* You may view all of your documents, including documents waiting for your e-signature, by clicking
on ‘Documents’ in the left navigation menu from anywhere within the site (your ‘Documents’ list is
also typically the first page you see upon login). You may open documents labeled ‘Waiting for Me’
to begin e-signing. This method will also allow you to navigate to the document within your
SignNow account without using the email link.
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2. Once you have loaded the page, simply follow the on-screen directions to e-sign the documents, as
demonstrated below.
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3. SignNow will indicate the fields you are required to complete. Click the indicated field to complete
it. ‘Signature Field’ and ‘Initials’ are the most common e-signature fields, as shown below:

4. Upon clicking on a ‘Signature Field’ or ‘Initials’ field, you will be prompted to customize the visual
representation of your e-signature. To comply with company e-Sign Policy and Procedures, you
must ensure that each e-signature: is legible; contains your employee title underneath your
signed/typed name; and can be easily matched to your employee name/title as listed within the
company email directory and/or HR records.

All Tutor Perini employees must follow the e-signature visual guidelines below. Please ensure
that all e-signatures you collect from TPC employees, in addition to your own e-signatures,
conform to the guidelines below. Failure to do so may result in negative audit consequences and
will be your responsibility.
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a. ‘Initials’ Field - Upon clicking the first ‘Initials’ field, a pop up should appear with choices to
either ‘Type’ or ‘Draw’ electronic initials as described below.

If you choose to ‘Type’ your initials, you are given various fonts to choose from. As stated
above, you must choose a plain, legible font in order to satisfy audit requirements.
Otherwise, select the ‘Draw’ option.

If you wish to ‘Draw’ your initials, you can use a mouse or touchpad to do so. Simply draw
onto the box provided and the electronic initials will be transferred to the document after
you click ‘Add’. You also are able to draw directly onto a touchscreen if you are on a mobile
device or tablet. As stated above, you must draw legible electronic ‘initials’ in order to
satisfy audit requirements.
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* Source: https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-sign-a-document

On completed documents, ‘Initials’ fields appear similar to below:

* Please note this is only an example; the appearance of your electronic initials is entirely up
to you as long as it conforms to the visual guidelines described here.

b. ‘Signature Field’ - Upon clicking a ‘Signature Field’, a pop up should appear with choices to
either Type, Draw or Upload an image of your e-signature. In compliance with the e-Sign
Policy requirements outlined above, all users must select the ‘Upload’ option and upload
an image as instructed below. Failure to upload an e-signature image which complies with
the visual guidelines below may result in negative audit consequences, and will be your
responsibility.

Prior to uploading an image to SignNow, you must first create an image file to upload
containing the following elements: 1) legible signed/typed employee name; and 2) legible
employee title typed underneath your name. Your name and title must be easily matched
to your employee name/title as listed within the company email directory and/or HR
records.

You may create this image file using many methods, including, but not limited to:
creating/saving an image file using any imaging software (e.g. Microsoft Paint or Adobe
Photoshop); or taking a screenshot of text formatted in any word processing software (i.e.
Microsoft Word), then saving the screenshot as an image file. The resulting image file
should: contain a clear, legible image when viewed at 100% image size (i.e. not pixelated or
blurry); be fairly small in file size (i.e. typically <1 MB, and not more than a few MB at most);
be a common image file type (e.g. ‘.jpg’, ‘.gif’ or ‘.png’). See below for examples.
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i. Example: Creating/saving an image file using imaging software
(Please note this is only an example; the appearance of your e-signature is entirely
up to you as long as it conforms to the visual guidelines described here.)
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ii. Example: Taking a screenshot of text formatted in word processing software
(Please note this is only an example; the appearance of your e-signature is entirely
up to you as long as it conforms to the visual guidelines described here.)
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After you have created and saved your signature as an image file similar to the examples
above, you are ready for uploading to SignNow. As mentioned above, upon clicking the
‘Signature Field’, a pop up should appear with choices to either Type, Draw or Upload an
image of your e-signature. Select ‘Upload’. Verify the ‘Make this My Signature’ option is
checked to save the e-signature you upload for use with ‘Signature Fields’ going forward.
Click ‘Upload Signature’. You will be prompted to select the image file you just created.
Once you click ‘Open’, the image file will be uploaded to SignNow.

* If you encounter any errors when uploading, please refer to the file size and/or
image file type requirements described above. Simply correct your image file and try
the upload again with the updated file. If problems persist, STOP and contact your
IT Admin. You should not e-sign using a non-compliant e-signature image.
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An ‘Adjust Signature’ box will prompt you to make final adjustments to the contrast and
rotation of the image if needed. Your e-signature image will be transferred to the document
after you click ‘Accept’, and will now be displayed within the e-signed ‘Signature Field’.

* If you make a mistake during any step of the above process, select the ‘Cancel’ button to
return to the previous step. If you have already completed the process above and wish to
upload a new image file, click the ‘X’ on the top right corner of the ‘Signature Field’ to clear
the uploaded e-signature image currently being displayed. The ‘Signature Field’ will then be
reset; simply click on the ‘Signature Field’ again to upload a new image file. See below.

Since you have enabled the ‘Make this My Signature’ option prior to uploading the image
file as directed above, your uploaded e-signature image is now saved as your default e-
signature for use with ‘Signature Fields’ going forward.
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From now on, when you click any ‘Signature Field’ and are prompted Type, Draw or Upload
your e-signature, a fourth ‘My Signature’ option is available, which allows you to use your
saved e-signature image. Simply select ‘My Signature’, then select ‘Add’. If you ‘Upload’ a
new image, it will overwrite the image currently saved under ‘My Signature’.

On completed documents, ‘Signature Fields’ appear similar to below:

* Please note these are based on the example e-signature image files created and uploaded
above; the appearance of your uploaded e-signature image is entirely up to you as long as it
conforms to the visual guidelines described here.

As a final reminder: All Tutor Perini employees must follow the e-signature visual guidelines
above. Please ensure that all e-signatures you collect from TPC employees, in addition to your
own e-signatures, conform to the guidelines above. Failure to do so may result in negative audit
consequences and will be your responsibility.
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5. You will receive an on-screen confirmation when the document is complete, as well as an email
from mail@signnow.com with the completed document attached. Your IT Admin will also be
automatically notified.

Congrats! You have e-signed your first document within SignNow. Additionally, by e-signing the e-
Sign Policy & Procedures, User Manual for Licensed Users and End-User Agreement, you have
fulfilled a mandatory requirement for all Licensed Users.

6. After your IT Admin verifies that the documents above have been e-signed correctly, and has
obtained approval from your BU Admin, your Free User account will be upgraded to a Licensed
User account.

* Details on submitting a proper request and approval for new Licensed User access is described on
page 1 of this User Manual.

You will receive an email notification from mail@signnow.com when your account has been
upgraded. If you are currently logged in to your SignNow account, you will need to log out; your
upgrade is typically not reflected in your account until your next login.
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You can then click the link within the email (blue ‘Login’ button) or simply login to your account
directly on the SignNow site.

* The IT Admin manually upgrades your account upon receipt of the required documentation
described above. Thus, please allow for a reasonable amount of time to fulfill the new Licensed User
access request. If you still do not receive the email notification above, please contact your IT Admin
and/or update your Helpdesk ticket (i.e. reply to the latest related Alloy ticket email) to confirm your
request status.

7. Once logged back in to SignNow, you may verify your new Licensed User account status by checking
the top right corner of the page; the orange “Upgrade” message which previously displayed should
now be gone:
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You may also verify account status by clicking the “Admin Console” button in the bottom left
corner of the page:

If you have a Licensed User account, you will be on the “Admin Console: Subscription Status” page,
which should show “Status: Active”. This page also displays your IT Admin (labeled “Admin”):

* If you still see the “Upgrade” message within your SignNow account, your Subscription “Status” is not
“Active”, or you are not taken to the “Admin Console” page (i.e. you are taken to pricing page to purchase a
license), your account has not yet been upgraded and you are still a Free User. Please contact your IT Admin
and/or update your Helpdesk ticket (i.e. reply to the latest related Alloy ticket email) to confirm your account
status.

IV. e-Signing Documents Sent to You (Legal/Audit Requirements)
Document Signers are Free Users or Licensed Users whose company email is added as an e-signer by a
Document Owner
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Steps #1 through #5 in the “e-Signing your first documents…” section above detail the procedures you
will use to e-sign any document you may receive in the future. In order to preserve an accurate audit trail
for documents you e-sign, you must also comply with the following:

 You may only e-sign using document links received directly from mail@signnow.com. You may not e-
sign documents when you are not an intended signer

 Under no circumstance is it appropriate to forward document links from mail@signnow.com via email
or share document links with recipients who are not intended signers. The email notifications all
Document Signers receive contain a reminder of this: “This email contains a secure link to SignNow
designed for the initial recipient. Please do not forward or share this email, link, or access code with
others. If you believe this email was sent to you in error, please contact the sender.”

 Instead of forwarding/sharing document links outside of SignNow, users must use the features below
to modify workflows while still maintaining an audit trail within SignNow. All SignNow users must
always use forwarding or declining options within the SignNow document itself (when available), as
detailed in the “Forwarding a Document as a Document Signer” and “Declining a Field/Document as a
Document Signer” sub-sections below.

A. Forwarding a Document as a Document Signer
1. If the Document Owner has enabled the option to forward a document within SignNow, you can

select ‘Forward Invite’ from the ‘Options’ menu in the top right corner of an open document:

2. You will then be prompted to enter the email address of the employee you would like to replace
you as Document Signer:
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3. The Document Owner, the new Document Signer and yourself will be notified via email that you
have forwarded the document and to whom you have forwarded it to. You, as the original
Document Signer, will no longer have any required actions nor receive further notifications for this
document, but will still have access to view the document within your SignNow account Documents
list.

4. If the ‘Forward Invite’ option is not available, it is recommended to contact the Document Owner
to allow him/her to ‘replace’ you as a Document Signer, which can be done within SignNow (see
sections below for instructions on how to replace a Document Signer as a Document Owner).
Otherwise, you may simply take no further actions with the document, or use the ‘Decline’ features
listed below.

B. Declining a Field/Document as a Document Signer
1. If the Document Owner has enabled the option to decline individual signing fields within a

document, you can select ‘Decline to Sign’ directly underneath a signing field:

Alternately, you will always have the option of declining the entire document by selecting ‘Decline
to Sign’ from the ‘Options’ menu in the top right corner of an open document:
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2. You will be prompted to enter a reason for declining. After this point, no further actions will be
required on your part. The Document Owner will be notified via email of your declining and the
reason. However, by using this option, the document remains open, and you may return to sign at
a later date as long as it has not expired.

* In the meantime, the Document Owner can replace you as Document Signer, or add a text field
with further information and ask you to try to e-sign again. Document Owners generally have the
ability to add the following fields to a document at any time (this additional activity is logged within
the Document History logs; existing fields and data may not be edited):
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Thus, the above features may be used in conjunction with one another to create advanced
workflows with rejections, corrections and re-submittals.

3. As mentioned above, if you do not wish to use the ‘Decline’ feature, it is recommended to contact
the Document Owner to take corrective action or cancel the document. Otherwise, you may simply
take no further actions with the document, and it will remain open until it expires.

 The only acceptable forwarding/sharing of SignNow links is when receiving a ‘Signing Link’, which is a
feature within SignNow in which you as a Document Signer may receive a shareable URL, but you are
required to enter your company email upon visiting the URL. In this case, upon entering your company
email, SignNow automatically emails you your own document link directly from mail@signnow.com;
therefore, your e-signing maintains its own audit trail as a normal document and falls within the e-Sign
Policies. See “Receiving a ‘Signing Link’” sub-section below for e-signing in this situation.
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C. Receiving a ‘Signing Link’
1. If you receive a URL to e-sign a document, you can determine it is a ‘Signing Link’ if: it originates

from the Document Owner and is not sent from mail@signnow.com; and if you are prompted to
enter your email address upon visiting the URL:

If you are not prompted to enter your e-mail address upon visiting the URL (i.e. if you are
immediately prompted to e-sign the document), do not e-sign the document and notify the
Document Owner immediately. Even when ‘Signing Links’ are used, each Document Signer must
still enter a company e-mail address to receive a document link and remain compliant with e-Sign
Policy. e-Signing a document from a ‘Document Link’ without first entering your company e-mail
address is strictly prohibited.

* The Document Owner must generate the ‘Signing Link’ within SignNow and share the URL with
intended Document Signers. Thus, the URL you receive in this case originates from the Document
Owner and not mail@signnow.com. This is the only acceptable instance of forwarding/sharing
SignNow links.

2. Upon visiting the URL, entering your company e-mail address and clicking “Send Invite”, you will
then receive your own document link via e-mail directly from mail@signnow.com as you would any
other document.
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To use this feature as a Document Owner, refer to the “Using the ‘Signing Link’ Feature…” section
below.

 Per the e-Sign Policy, all e-sign users are responsible for monitoring their accounts for suspicious or
unauthorized activity, and for taking appropriate steps to verify the authenticity of e-sign documents.
Suspicious or unauthorized activity should be reported to the Document Owner, BU Admin and IT
immediately. Document Signers should decline to e-sign suspicious, incorrect or fraudulent documents
(using the ‘decline’ feature within SignNow if possible) and must notify the Document Owner
immediately, including, but not limited to the following situations: document link received is not
directly from mail@signnow.com; users do not appear to be intended recipients/e-signers of the
document; and/or email/notification is received indicating that users have signed a document, but
have not actually done so.

V. Initiating Documents for e-Signing
Document Owners are Licensed Users who initiate document for signing. As a Document Owner, you are
responsible for ensuring that your documents are e-signed properly and that audit trails are maintained.
We recommend practicing on test documents to familiarize yourself with the process, prior to sending
actual documents.

To initiate/send documents for e-signing within SignNow, follow the directions below.

1. Upload a document:

Per e-Sign Policy, you are required to ‘flatten’ all documents (or print to .pdf) prior to uploading
into SignNow. No ‘layers’ should be used for the final document uploaded for e-signing because of
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the potential for editing after the document is already complete. Failure to comply with this policy
could result in negative audit and/or legal consequences, and will be the responsibility of the
Document Owner.

Click document name to start editing:

2. Add the fields you want your signer to complete. “Signature Field” and “Initials” field are the most
common e-sign fields.
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3. After you select a field from the left menu, click on the document to place it. You may resize and
reposition as necessary, and customize advanced options. Repeat as many times as needed.
Example below:

A time/date stamp is automatically added to the bottom of each “Signature Field” and each
“Initials” field in the full pdf version of the completed document (referred to as the “Download with
History” document option, explained in further detail in the below sections). For these types of
signature-related fields, you need to compensate for the added time/date stamp by leaving
adequate space underneath the width of the field. You can also adjust the dimensions of the field
itself, but be careful not to make it so small that the e-signature ends up being illegible:
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* Note that non-signature-related fields, such as “Text Field” or “Date/Time Field”, do not have
added time/date stamps.

Click ‘Done’ in the top right corner of the screen. You will be taken back to your main Documents
page.

4. Click “Invite to Sign” to the right of your recently created document.
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5. Enter intended Document Signer’s company email address. You may customize the other fields if
needed. You may also review ‘Advanced Options’ if needed (see steps below for further details on
allowing document forwarding and the declining of signatures; and the section below for details on
using two-factor authentication when sending to Third Parties). Click “Send Invite” when complete.

6. As mentioned in the “Forwarding a Document as a Document Signer” and “Declining a
Field/Document as a Document Signer” sections above, you as the Document Owner have the
option to allow the Document Signer to forward a document or decline specific fields directly
within an open SignNow document. When applicable, these features enable Document Signers to
adjust document workflows within SignNow, which may help discourage forwarding links via email
outside of SignNow (which is not allowed). As a Document Owner, it is your responsibility to ensure
Document Signers understand the options available to them and acceptable methods of forwarding
documents. To enable these features, click ‘Advanced Options’:
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As the Document Owner, you may also adjust document workflows provided the Document Signer
has not yet completed his/her signing steps. Refer to the “Forwarding/Canceling a Document as a
Document Owner” and “Other Document Owner Options” sub-sections below for further details.

A. Forwarding/Canceling a Document as a Document Owner (Legal/Audit Requirements)
If a Document Signer has not completed his/her signing steps yet, you can replace or cancel the
signer by clicking the red arrow next to the Document Signer’s email address in your main
Documents view:

B. Other Document Owner Options
As mentioned above, Document Owners generally have the ability to add the following fields to
a document at any time. The time/date of these additional fields will be logged within the
Document History logs. Document Owners can only add fields; they may not edit existing field
layouts or content.

7. The Document Signer will go through the e-sign process already described in the section above.
You will receive an email notification for each change in document status, with a final email upon
document completion with the completed pdf attached. All Licensed Users are responsible for
maintaining an audit trail of all activities within SignNow; and for all e-sign transactions related to
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their accounts. Thus, you as a Document Owner are responsible for verifying e-signatures on
completed documents are legible, match to audit history log, and can be traced to a valid company
email address. Failure to comply could result in negative audit and/or legal consequences. See the
“Viewing/Downloading Completed Documents and Verifying Document History” section below for
what is required of you.

8. This is basic process when initiating documents for e-signing; refer to sections below for specific
use cases and additional features, including:

 “Sending Documents to First-Time Document Signers”

 “Sending Documents to Third-Party e-Signers”

 “Sending the Same Document to Multiple Document Signers, with each Document Signer
Maintaining Individual Workflows (Bulk Sending)”

 “Using the ‘Signing Link’ Feature to Create a Generic Link Shared with Multiple Document
Signers, with each Document Signer Maintaining Individual Workflows”

 “Egnyte Integration (Optional)”

 “Automatically Export Completed Documents to Egnyte (Optional)”

VI. Viewing/Downloading Completed Documents and Verifying Document History
(Legal/Audit Requirements)

All Licensed Users are responsible for maintaining an audit trail of all activities within SignNow; and for all e-sign
transactions related to their accounts. Document Owners are responsible for verifying e-signatures on completed
documents are legible, contain an official SignNow time/date stamp, match to audit history log, and can be traced to
a valid company email address.

Document Owners may access completed documents in several ways:

 Directly within your SignNow account (see steps below for further details)
 Via personal Egnyte cloud space (all completed documents can be auto-exported to Egnyte; refer to

“Automatically Export Completed Documents to Egnyte (Optional)” section below
 Completed documents are automatically emailed to all parties by default (unless the default setting is changed

by the Document Owner); due to the SignNow’s email attachment file size limitations, if completed documents
are over 10MB in size, a link to view the document within SignNow will be e-mailed instead of an attachment

* Document retention within the SignNow site is approximately seven years (at the vendor’s discretion)

* Document retention within Egnyte and company email is governed by their specific Corporate IT retention policies

* Copies of all documents and document history logs, as well as audit trails of all document and user activity, are
maintained by Corporate IT for audit purposes
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1. To verify the full pdf version of the completed document for accuracy, select “More” to the right of the
completed document in your main Documents page, then select “Download with History”. This full version
includes the time/date stamps and history audit log appended to the end of the original document (also referred
to as the completed “document with history”).

* As of the writing of this User Manual, the auto-export to Egnyte described above may not provide the full
document with history version; instead, they may only display the completed fields, but without time/date
stamps and history audit log. SignNow will eventually standardize all methods to provide the full document with
history, which will ensure that you will always receive the full version. However, it is up to you to verify whether
the version you retrieve is the full version.

The full completed document with history is always available using the “Download with History” option. The full
document with history is the only version which should be retained and provided for legal/audit purposes.
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2. Within the downloaded pdf of the full document with history, it is your responsibility as the Document Owner to
verify all e-signature fields are: a) legible and can be easily matched to the Document Signer’s name in the
corporate email directory and/or HR records; and b) contain an official SignNow date/time stamp underneath
each field. This is described in detail within step #2 of the “Initiating Documents for e-Signing” section above;
examples are reproduced below:

The two elements above are what auditors will be looking for within each e-signature field; failure to verify each
e-signature meets these requirements may result in negative audit and/or legal consequences, and will be the
Document Owner’s responsibility.
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3. Within the downloaded pdf of the full document with history, the history audit log is automatically appended to
the end of the original document. This lists each event within the workflow, time/date stamps and who
completed each event. Each e-signature field and time/date stamp identified in step #2 above (“Signature Field”
or “Initials”) is listed in the history audit log under the “Event” column as “Signed the Document”. It is your
responsibility as the Document Owner to verify that each “Signed the Document” event: a) is associated with an
individual e-mail address; and b) matches to an e-signature field identified in step #2 above.

The two elements above are what auditors will be looking for within each document history audit log; failure to
verify each e-signature meets these requirements may result in negative audit and/or legal consequences, and
will be the Document Owner’s responsibility.

4. Above is the process when verifying document histories for basic documents; refer to sections below for specific
use cases, including:
 “Sending Documents to Third-Party e-Signers”
 “Sending the Same Document to Multiple Document Signers, with each Document Signer Maintaining

Individual Workflows (Bulk Sending)”
 “Using the ‘Signing Link’ Feature to Create a Generic Link Shared with Multiple Document Signers, with each

Document Signer Maintaining Individual Workflows”
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Per e-Sign Policy, all e-sign users are responsible for verifying recent completed transactions within their
SignNow account via the SignNow website and the available document audit history logs. As a Document
Owner, you are responsible for understanding how to verify document histories for basic documents, as well as
specific use cases.

5. As a Document Owner, you are held to the same e-Sign Policy item as Document Signers mentioned above: All e-
sign users are responsible for monitoring their accounts for suspicious or unauthorized activity, and for taking
appropriate steps to verify the authenticity of e-sign documents.

Per e-Sign Policy, all e-sign users are responsible for reporting unauthorized activity/issues to IT Admins, and for
verifying issues are resolved and fully documented for audit purposes. All e-sign users will be responsible for any
unauthorized/non-compliant e-sign transactions associated with their company email address if it is determined
that the user: received emails/notifications matching suspicious/unauthorized activity as described above,
and/or could have identified such activity from the user’s document histories; and had a reasonable opportunity
to report and correct issues yet failed to do so.

VII. Egnyte Integration (Optional)
To be able to initiate documents directly from your company Egynte cloud storage space, see
instructions here:

https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-signnow-with-egnyte/

VIII. Automatically Export Completed Documents to Egnyte (Optional)
To set up auto-export of completed documents to your company Egynte cloud storage space, see
instructions here:

https://university.signnow.com/can-a-team-export-and-archive-all-documents-to-a-single-location-like-
google-drive-or-box/

You are only allowed to use your company Egnyte cloud for auto-exports. You are not permitted to use
any other cloud service (i.e. Google, Box, etc.) or non-company account.

IX. Sending Documents to First-Time Document Signers (Legal/Audit
Requirements)

When sending documents to company e-mail addresses for e-signing (i.e. employees/internal users), you as the
Document Owner are responsible for ensuring intended Document Signers have created SignNow accounts with
their company e-mail addresses prior to first e-signing, and understand how to comply with company e-Sign Policy
requirements, as follows:

1. Prior to sending a document to an employee/internal user for e-signing, you must communicate with this
intended Document Signer and verify he/she:

a. has a Free or Licensed User account within SignNow;
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b. understands how to e-sign within SignNow, including proper usage of any SignNow features utilized if
you are sending a document with a special use case, i.e. Third Party e-Signing, forwarding within
SignNow, using a ‘Signing Link’, etc., as described in this User Manual;

c. acknowledges that upon hiring, all employees must agree to the company Acceptable Computer Use
Policy which references the company’s e-Sign Policy and Procedures; therefore, the intended Document
Signer is already bound by the e-Sign Policy and Procedures and should understand their contents; and

d. understands the importance of maintaining an audit trail and preserving user identities, including proper
usage of SignNow features to support the legal/audit requirements described within the e-Sign Policy
requirements and within this manual.

2. Based on step #1 above, you must ensure the following is completed prior to sending the document for e-
signing:

a. If an intended Document Signer does not have a Free or Licensed SignNow account, you are responsible
for ensuring the Signer first creates a Free User account. Guide the intended Document Signer through
the new user process, and distribute a copy of/a link to the Tutor Perini SignNow User Manual for Free
Users, located at: https://help.tutorperini.com/e-sign-help
The User Manual for Free Users is similar to this User Manual, but focuses on Free User account creation
and usage.

Aside from coordinating directly with the intended Document Signer, it is possible to force the creation
of a SignNow account via the use of the “Teams” feature within SignNow:

 As a Licensed User, you are able to create “Teams” from within your SignNow account and invite the
intended Signer’s company e-mail address to join. The Team invitee receives an e-mail with a link to
accept your invite, but is required to log into SignNow to complete the process. If the Team invitee
does not have a SignNow account (either a Free or Licensed User account), he/she will be required
to create a Free Account. Thus, if prior to sending your document for e-signing, you first invite the
intended Document Signer to a new/existing Team within your SignNow account and verify the user
has accepted and joined, you can ensure the intended Signer has created a SignNow account.

 For reference, you have already been invited to join a Team as part of your new account creation
process. Your Team invitees would follow a similar process to the "Creating a SignNow Account"
section, “Method #1” sub-section detailed above.

 Refer to the “Using ‘Teams’ to Manage Groups of Users and Share Templates” section below for
further details on using Teams. Depending on your setup of each Team, you may manage Team
Members’ documents and histories; and/or share document Templates.

b. As the Document Owner, you should distribute a copy of/link to the User Manual for Free Users
(referenced in step #2a above) to the First-Time Document Signer. As the Document Owner, you should
guide the Signer until he/she understands how to e-sign within SignNow, especially if you are sending a
document with a special use case, including, but not limited to: Third Party e-Signing, forwarding within
SignNow, using a ‘Signing Link’, etc., as described in the “e-Signing Documents Sent to You” section and
specific use case sections of this User Manual.
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c. You should remind new Free Users of their previous and ongoing acceptance of the Acceptable
Computer Use Policy and referenced e-Sign Policy and Procedures. All users may reference their New
Hire paperwork or contact HR for copies of the Acceptable Computer Use Policy. You should inform the
First-Time Document Signer that along with the User Manual for Free Users, he/she may access the e-
Sign Policy and Procedures at the same IT Help link provided above:
https://help.tutorperini.com/e-sign-help

d. You should ensure Free Users generally understand they are responsible for understanding the e-Sign
Policy and Procedures in the link above. If needed, guide the First-Time Document Signer through the
“Important Reminders for All SignNow Users” section above in this User Manual; similar to the process
you went through when first creating your SignNow account, you should ensure First-Time Document
Signers understand the importance of maintaining an audit trail, preserving user identities, and using
SignNow features to comply with legal/audit requirements. You should refer Free Users to the User
Manual for Free Users mentioned above for further reference.

3. Document Owners may only send documents for e-signing to Document Signers who have satisfied the above
account creation process. If at any time a Free User is found not to have signed an Acceptable Computer Use
Form which specifically references this e-Sign Policy and Procedures, the IT Admin and HR are to be notified
immediately. You should not send documents to such Free Users until they are within compliance of all company
Policies and Procedures.

* As noted above, any employee can create a SignNow Free User account to e-sign documents. Free Users do not
require a SignNow License and can e-sign documents, even with an expired “Free Trial” status or as a previous
Licensed User account which has since expired. Thus, you may instruct Free Users to ignore any “subscription
expired” notices they may receive, since this will not affect their ability to e-sign documents. A SignNow Licensed User
Account, which is what you currently possess, is only required to initiate documents for e-signing.

X. Sending Documents to Third-Party e-Signers (Legal/Audit Requirements)
If you are sending documents for e-signing to email addresses outside of approved company domains (i.e. including,
but not limited to, e-mails not ending with *@tutorperini.com or *@rsconst.com), you are sending documents to
external users/non-employees known as Third-Party Document Signers. You must follow the specific instructions
below for this special use case. Failure to comply will result in negative audit/legal consequences, and will be the
responsibility of the Document Owner.

1. Prior to sending your first document for e-signing, you must first send the appropriate “Consent Form” for a
New Hire or a Third-Party Agreement to the intended Third-Party Document Signer within SignNow; and must
receive a completed, e-signed copy. You, as the Document Owner, are responsible for administering “Consent
Agreement and Acknowledgment Forms” to Third-Party Document Signers according to your specific use case:

a. For HR New Hires who do not yet have a company e-mail address, you must distribute the Consent Form
labeled “Consent Form For Third-Party HR New Hires”. The Third-Party Document Signer must complete
and e-sign the form as “the undersigned”.

b. For general agreements sent to Third Parties outside of the company and subsidiaries (i.e. external
contractors), you must distribute the Consent Form labeled “Consent Form for Third-Party Agreements”.
Prior to distribution, you must complete the field labeled “the Company” with the name of the Company
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representing the Third Party. The Third-Party Document Signer must complete and e-sign the form as
“the undersigned” representing “the Company”.

Copies of the Consent Forms are available within the e-Sign Policy and Procedures, and separately, here:
https://help.tutorperini.com/e-sign-help

* Your IT Admin may also make the Consent Forms available as “Templates” within SignNow with fields
already placed for easy distribution; check your “Shared Folders” to see if these Consent Form Templates
are available, and contact your IT Admin if you have any questions.

2. Upload the appropriate Consent Form as you would a normal document, and place the appropriate Text and
Signature fields.

If you are using a Consent Form Template shared by your IT Admin, simply click “Invite to Sign” by the
appropriate Form Template, and the fields will already be placed (see step #1 above).

* If you are using the “Consent Form For Third-Party Agreements”, enter the name of the Third-Party
Company in the field labeled “the Company”.

3. All documents sent to Third-Party Document Signers, including the Consent Forms, must require two-factor
authentication within SignNow. As the Document Owner, it is your responsibility to ensure two-factor
authentication is required on all documents you send to Third-Party Document Signers as described below.
Failure to comply will result in negative audit and legal consequences, and will be your responsibility. If the
Third-Party Signer cannot/does not wish to e-sign with two-factor authentication, Document Owners may not
use SignNow with the Signer and instead should use traditional wet-ink signatures for that particular document.

To enable two-factor authentication within SignNow, you will need to obtain two pieces of contact information
from the Third-Party Document Signer:

a. A valid e-mail address – If for an HR New Hire, this will likely be a personal e-mail address; if for a third-
party agreement with a general Third-Party Signer (i.e. a sub-contractor), use a valid company/work e-
mail address

b. A valid phone number – Upon opening the document link received at the e-mail address specified
above, the Third-Party Document Signer will receive a code at the phone number provided. A phone
number that can receive SMS text messages is preferable. Otherwise, the Signer will receive the code via
automated voice call.  You will need to specify how the code will be delivered to the Document Signer in
the step below. The Third-Party Document Signer will enter the code, and then will be taken to e-sign
the document as normal. This will complete the two-factor authentication process required by company
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e-Sign Policy, and audit/legal requirements.

4. Two-factor authentication is enabled by the Document Owner at the “Invite to Sign” stage. After you have
entered the Third-Party Document Signer’s e-mail address (obtained in step #3a above), before clicking “Send
Invite”, select “Advanced Options”. In the “Advanced Signer Settings” box below, under “Authentication”, select
the button on the left side which says “None” under the document’s label for the Third-Party Document Signer
(i.e. “Third-Party New Hire”, “Third-Party Signer”, or your custom definition):
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5. Instead of “None”, select “Text Message” or “Phone Call”, based on the information received from the Signer in
step #3b above, to enable two-factor authentication.

Enter the Third-Party Document Signer’s phone number. Click “Send Invite” once you are satisfied with your
document invite overall:
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6. Once you receive the completed Consent Form e-signed with two-factor authentication, you may then send out
your documents for e-signing. A completed Consent Form is required from each Third-Party Document Signer,
per original agreement.

* For example, HR New Hires would only need to e-sign a Consent Form once before completing their HR
New Hire paperwork within SignNow.

* For a general Third-Party agreement, each Third-Party Signer (like a sub-contractor, for example)
would need to e-sign a Consent Form once before e-signing the agreement. Any subsequent Change
Orders, addendums or documents related to the original agreement would already be covered by that
initial e-signed Consent Form. However, if a new, separate agreement is executed (i.e. not related to any
other agreements), even with the same Third-Party Signer, a new Consent Form should be e-signed.

* Please keep in mind that Consent Form requirements are separate from the two-factor authentication
requirements. As described below, two-factor authentication is always required for each document sent
to Third-Party Document Signers.

Document Owners are responsible for ensuring completed, e-signed Consent Forms are retained as part of the
overall final document package for audit purposes.

* For example, an HR New Hire Consent Form should be retained along with the New Hire’s HR New Hire
paperwork. For general Third-Party Agreements, a Consent Form should be retained for each Third-Party
Signer as part of the overall final agreement documentation. Thus, in the event of an audit, Consent
Forms should already be part of the final document package.

As the Document Owner, you should also track the Consent Forms you receive, and be able to separately furnish
each Consent Form upon request in the event your IT Admin and/or BU Admin request copies for internal
tracking purposes. You should maintain complete and accurate records of all e-signed Consent Forms.

* A copy of the completed, e-signed Consent Forms may also be required to be uploaded to a centralized
location (i.e. shared Egnyte folder) for IT Admin and BU Admin internal tracking purposes. This process
will be defined by your IT Admin.

7. In addition to the Consent Forms, you must also require two-factor authentication as described above on all
subsequent documents you send to Third-Party Document Signers. There is no exception to this rule and you
will be liable for any audit/legal issues if you fail to comply. As described above, two-factor authentication is
always required for each document sent to Third-Party Document Signers, and should not be confused with the
Consent Form requirements above.

8. As the Document Owner, it is your responsibility to verify two-factor authentication was successfully completed
by the Third-Party Document Signer by reviewing the document history audit log of the completed document.
Refer to the “Viewing/Downloading Completed Documents and Verifying Document History” section above for
the general procedure of verifying e-signatures with time/date stamps and reviewing the document history
audit log within each completed document.
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9. Auditors will be looking for the same general elements described within the above section, mainly legible e-
signatures with official SignNow time/date stamps and corresponding “Signed the Document” audit log events
completed by the Third-Party Document Signer’s e-mail address within the document history audit log
Additionally, successful two-factor authentication appears under the “Event” column as “Signer Authentication
Success”, and also should appear as completed “By” the Third-Party Signer’s e-mail address. Refer to green
highlights in the screenshot below:

It is your responsibility as the Document Owner to verify that each document e-signed by a Third-Party
Document Signer contains a “Signer Authentication Success” event associated with the Third-Party Signer’s e-
mail address within the Document History log. If you do not see this Event, two-factor authentication was not
completed successfully and you should redo the document immediately with two-factor authentication enabled.

* As seen in the yellow highlights within the screenshot above, a “Signer Authentication Failure” event
denotes the Document Signer entering an incorrect code. As long as there is a subsequent “Signer
Authentication Success” event and “Signed the Document” event(s), the document was completed with
two-factor authentication; without one or both of these events, the document was not completed with
two-factor authentication and should be corrected/re-done.

The elements above are what auditors will be looking for within each document history audit log; failure to
verify each document sent to Third-Party Signers meets these requirements may result in negative audit and/or
legal consequences, and will be the Document Owner’s responsibility.

* As noted in the sections below, the “Bulk Sending” and “Signing Link” features (meant for sending the
same document to multiple Document Signers at once or via a generic link) cannot enforce two-factor
authentication and therefore cannot be used when sending to Third-Party Document Signers. Refer to
the appropriate sections describing these features for further information.
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XI. Sending the Same Document to Multiple Document Signers, with each
Document Signer Maintaining Individual Workflows (“Bulk Sending”)
(Legal/Audit Requirements)

If you want to send the same document within SignNow to multiple Document Signers at the same time, while
tracking each Signer individually and with each Signer having his/her own document workflow (i.e. each Document
Signer receives his/her own copy of the document to e-sign), you must use the “Bulk Sending” feature within
SignNow as detailed below. Do not forward or re-use the same document link intended for an individual Document
Signer, because that document link is specifically attached to the intended Signer’s individual e-mail address. Failure
to use “Bulk Sending” below will result in negative audit/legal consequences, and will be your responsibility.

1. Instead of using “Invite to Sign” to send a document as you normally would, instead you must turn the
document into a Template and use the “Bulk Invite” feature as detailed within the SignNow Support site below:
https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-bulk-sending/

For SignNow Support’s tutorial on Templates, visit:
https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-templates/

2. As the Document Owner, the same requirements apply to intended Document Signers being sent Bulk Invites as
with individual documents sent via SignNow. While document links sent via the “Bulk Invite” feature are sent to
multiple users, it is the Document Owner’s responsibility to ensure each intended Document Signer has a Free
User or Licensed User account prior to Bulk Sending the document.

* You may consider inviting all intended Document Signers to a Team prior to sharing the Signing Link
URL, which will ensure these intended Signers have a SignNow account prior to receiving the Signing Link
URL you share with them. Refer to “Sending Documents to First-Time Document Signers” section above;
step #2a within the above section specifically describes using Teams to ensure intended Document
Signers have a Free User or Licensed User account prior to sending a document for e-signing.

Since Bulk Sending cannot enforce two-factor authentication, you may not use this feature to send to Third-
Party Document Signers (i.e. non-company/external e-mail addresses). For more information, refer to the
“Sending Documents to Third-Party e-Signers” section above.

3. Similar to standard completed documents, you are responsible for verifying documents sent via Bulk Invite
maintain individual documents and workflows/audit trails for each Document Signer, and that each workflow
can be matched to a unique, individual company e-mail address (i.e. no ‘Guest’ signers). The requirements
described in the “Viewing/Downloading Completed Documents and Verifying Document History” section above
also apply to documents completed via Bulk Invite.

If completed documents sent via Bulk Invite do not comply with the above, it is the Document Owner’s
responsibility to correct and redo the documents.
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XII. Using the ‘Signing Link’ Feature to Create a Generic URL/Link Shared with
Multiple Document Signers, with each Document Signer Maintaining Individual
Workflows (Legal/Audit Requirements)

If you want to provide a generic URL to a SignNow document without specifying intended Document Signer(s), in
which an unlimited number of Document Signers can individually access the URL and e-sign a copy of the same
document within SignNow—while still tracking each Signer individually—you must use the “Signing Link” feature
within SignNow as detailed below. Do not forward or re-use the same document link intended for an individual
Document Signer, because that document link is specifically attached to the intended Signer’s individual e-mail
address. Failure to use a “Signing Link” described below will result in negative audit/legal consequences, and will be
your responsibility.

1. Instead of using “Invite to Sign” to send a document as you normally would, instead you must turn the
document into a Template and use the “Create Signing Link” feature as detailed within the SignNow Support site
below:
https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-signing-links/
For a video tutorial, see below:
https://university.signnow.com/how-to-use-signing-links-video-tutorial/

For SignNow Support’s tutorial on Templates, visit:
https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-templates/
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2. When creating a ‘Signing Link’ from a Template as instructed above, you must select the ‘Allow signer to send
invite’ option and leave the ‘Inviter will guest sign…” unchecked. Following the steps illustrated below will
require the person accessing the Signing Link URL to enter their individual company e-mail address prior to e-
signing. The potential Document Signer must then check their company e-mail to access a new, unique
document link sent directly from mail@signnow.com (similar to a typical SignNow document). Now, despite
accessing a generic URL provided to multiple people, the Document Signer has their own copy of the initial
document, which ensures their audit trail/document workflow is tied to their unique company e-mail.

3. As the Document Owner, the same requirements apply to intended Document Signers being sent Document Link
URLs as with individual documents sent via SignNow. Since Signing Link URLs can be shared by anyone who
receives them with anyone else, it is your responsibility as the Document Owner to:

a. Ensure each Signing Link URL is initially shared with employees/internal users who already have Free
User or Licensed User accounts;

b. to communicate with the Signing Link URL recipients that they should only share the URL with other
employees/internal users who already have Free User or Licensed User accounts, and based on the
limitations you set according to the document’s purpose; and

c. to communicate with the Signing Link URL recipients that each Document Signer must enter his/her
unique company e-mail address when prompted (as required by step #2 above).

* You may consider inviting all intended Document Signers to a Team prior to sharing the Signing Link URL,
which will ensure these intended Signers have a SignNow account prior to receiving the Signing Link URL you
share with them. Refer to “Sending Documents to First-Time Document Signers” section above; step #2a
within the above section specifically describes using Teams to ensure intended Document Signers have a Free
User or Licensed User account prior to sending a document for e-signing.
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Since Signing Links cannot enforce two-factor authentication, you may not use this feature to send to Third-
Party Document Signers (i.e. non-company/external e-mail addresses). For more information, refer to the
“Sending Documents to Third-Party e-Signers” section above.

4. Similar to standard completed documents, you are responsible for verifying documents completed via Signing
Link comply with the requirements below:

a. It is your responsibility to verify documents signed via Signing Link maintain individual documents and
workflows/audit trails for each Document Signer:
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b. You must verify that each workflow can be matched to a unique, individual company e-mail address:

If the audit history log indicates the document was e-signed by a “guest signer”, the Signing Link URL
and subsequent documents are not compliant with audit requirements and must be re-done:

The requirements described in the “Viewing/Downloading Completed Documents and Verifying
Document History” section above also apply to documents completed via Signing Link.

If completed documents sent via Signing Link do not comply with the above, it is the Document Owner’s
responsibility to correct and redo the documents.

XIII.Using “Teams” to Manage Groups of Users and Share Templates (Optional)
“Teams” within SignNow allow for easier management of groups of users. Joining or creating a Team also allows
Team Members to share document Templates with each other. Teams can also be set up for Team Admins to
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manage all Team Members’ documents and histories. For your reference, you have already been invited by your IT
Admin to join a Team as part of your new account creation process, so you’ve already seen Teams in action within
SignNow.

 Refer to the SignNow Support site below for instructions on creating Teams:
https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-create-a-team/
For a video tutorial, see below:
https://university.signnow.com/how-to-create-a-team-video-tutorial/

 Refer to the links below for further instructions on understanding and using Teams:
https://university.signnow.com/what-is-the-difference-between-a-user-and-a-team-or-team-member/
https://university.signnow.com/can-a-team-admin-see-what-documents-are-being-sent/
https://university.signnow.com/how-to-setup-team-templates-video-tutorial/
https://university.signnow.com/how-to-use-advanced-options-for-teams-video-tutorial/

 You may also browse further Team-related instructions by searching for “team” within the “Search” bar at the
top of any “SignNow University” link above.

 Joining a Team is a similar process to the "Creating a SignNow Account" section, “Method #1” sub-section
detailed above.

 As mentioned in the “Sending Documents to First-Time Document Signers” section above, you may also use
Teams as a way to ensure an intended Document Signer has a SignNow account prior to sending a document for
e-signing. In this case, you would invite an intended Document Signer’s company e-mail address to join one of
your Teams. The Team invitee receives an e-mail with a link to accept your invite, but is required to log into
SignNow to complete the process. If the Team invitee does not have a SignNow account (either a Free or
Licensed User account), he/she will be required to create a Free Account. Thus, if prior to sending your
document for e-signing, you first invite the intended Document Signer to a new/existing Team within your
SignNow account and verify the user has accepted and joined, you can ensure the intended Signer has created a
SignNow account.

XIV. SignNow Support and Advanced Features
SignNow offers many advanced features which can support complex document workflows and a high level of
automation. We encourage you to explore these features within the SignNow support site, “SignNow University”:
https://university.signnow.com/
You may browse the featured topics or search for your own, including any of the features described above.

* Please remember that all SignNow features must adhere to the e-Sign Policy and Procedures and this User
Manual. Prior to using any SignNow feature not mentioned/new SignNow feature, please consult the
documentation in order to verify whether the feature complies with the audit/legal requirements described
herein. If you are still unsure about the audit/legal consequences of using a SignNow feature, please contact your
IT Admin and BU Admin.

You are encouraged to test feature functionality within your SignNow account on sample documents to familiarize
yourself with all of the options available to you.

Here are some very useful advanced features, which you are encouraged to take advantage of:
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A. Document Groups – Group and manage multiple documents within one invitation for e-signing
https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-document-groups/
https://university.signnow.com/how-to-use-document-groups-video-tutorial/

B. How do I set up fields so the signer or completer doesn’t have to re-type their answers multiple
times?

https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-set-up-fields-so-the-signer-or-completer-doesnt-have-to-re-type-
their-answers-multiple-times/

C. Conditional Fields – Apply fields to your document which will remain hidden and only be asked to
be filled out if the proper conditions are met to make the fields visible

https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-conditional-fields/

D. Import Fields – Quickly import a field overlay from an existing document and onto a new
document without having to re-type labels

https://university.signnow.com/how-do-i-use-import-fields-to-quickly-set-up-fields-on-a-new-document-with-
out-having-to-retype-labels/

E. Signing Order - The order in which the document must be signed; including parallel signing, serial
signing, or combinations/groupings thereof

https://university.signnow.com/what-is-signing-order-and-how-do-i-set-it-up/


